Bright Ideas 1 Class Book acknowledgements

Cover illustrations by: Marc Lynch/Digart Graphics.

Main illustrations by: Marc Lynch/Digart Graphics.

Other illustrations by: Beccy Blake/Sylvie Poggio Artists Agency pp. 11 (Ex3), 14 (Ex2, Ex3), 16, 17 (Ex1, Ex2), 21 (Ex3, Ex4), 24 (Ex2, Ex3), 26, 27 (Ex1), 31 (Ex3), 34 (Ex2, Ex3), 36, 37 (Ex1), 43 (Ex3), 46 (Ex2, Ex3), 48, 49 (Ex1, Ex2), 53 (Ex3), 56 (Ex2, Ex3), 58 (Our Values), 59 (Ex1, Ex2), 63 (Ex3), 66 (Ex2, Ex3), 68, 69 (Ex1, Ex2), 75 (Ex3), 78 (Ex2, Ex3), 80, 81 (Ex1, Ex2), 85 (Ex3), 88 (Ex3), 90, 91 (Ex1, Ex2); Gareth Conway/The Bright Agency pp. 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109; Clare Elsom/NB Illustration Limited p.100 (Ex1); Andy Hamilton pp 9 (paints), 15, 41 (chicken), 47, 51 (tomato plant), 57, 67, 88 (Ex2), 89; Sharon Harmer/The Bright Agency pp. 8 (classroom), 9 (pencil case), 10, 12 (Ex2), 18 (playing game), 19 (old man), 20, 22 (Ex2), 28 (garden), 29 (footballer), 30, 32 (Ex2), 40 (pet shop), 41 (goat), 42, 44 (Ex2), 50 (father and son), 51 (bananas), 52, 54 (Ex2), 60 (boy on grass), 61 (gull), 62, 64 (Ex2), 72 (dressing up), 73 (girl), 74, 76 (Ex2), 82 (lounge), 83 (lounge), 84, 86 (Ex2); Maria Neradova/Good Illustration pp. 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99; Mark Ruffle pp. 29, 35, 38, 70, 71, 79, 92, 100 (Ex3), 101 (Ex4, Ex5); Dave Williams (Bright Agency) pp. 110, 111; Laura Wood/Good Illustration p. 101 (Ex2); Laura Zarrin/Shannon Associates, LLC pp. 51 (girl and spider), 58.

Commissioned photography by: Graham Alder/MM Studios pp. 4–5, 39, 71, 93, 100–111.

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: pp. 9 (music class/Graham Oliver), 16 (Mr Taylor/Graham Oliver), 19 (mother and children/Wavebreak Media Ltd), (Joe/Wavebreak Media Ltd), 36 (horse/foottoo), 50 (toast dipped in egg/jasty), 73 (toddler running/Anton Gvozdkov), 79 (toddler running/Anton Gvozdkov), (elderly man/Alexander Raths); Alamy: pp. 4 (Chen/imtmphoto), (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 16 (Mr Smith/Adrian Sherratt), (Mrs Hill/Jeff Morgan 11), 19 (lion family/Juniors Bildarchiv Gmbh), 25 (duck family/mark higgins), (deer family/blickwinkel), (lion family/Juniors Bildarchiv Gmbh), 28 (family at funfair/Tony Tallec), 29 (horse and Carriage/LOOK Die Bildagentur der Fotografen Gmbh), 36 (park/LOOK Die Bildagentur der Fotografen Gmbh), (family boating/imageBROKER), 41 (hummingbird/All Canada Photos), (Miguel/imageBROKER), 48 (Arapaima fish/Pulsar Imagens), 68 (rabbit/Sally Andrews), 80 (Dolmabahçe palace/Rawdon Wyatt), 82 (thatched cottage/cottagofra), 83 (brick house/Ian G Dagnall), (household barge/Jan Wlodarczyk), (Lotte/Johner Images), 89 (brick house/Ian G Dagnall), (rock house/Design Pics Inc), 90 (Lotte/Johner Images), (household barge/Jan Wlodarczyk); Blend images: p. 90 (bedroom/Spaces Images); Getty images: pp. 4 (Finn/SVGiles), 16 (Mrs Brown/SolStock), 18 (family jumping/LWA/Dann Tardiff), (Archie/Ariel Skelley), 28 (Maria/Diana Kraleva), 36 (girl on bike/BURGER/PHANIE), 40 (Harry/Click&Boo), 48 (Tree boa/David A. Northcott), 60 (girl cooking pasta/beyond foto), 61 (red squirrel/Jan Smit/NIS/Minden Pictures), 67 (squirrel/Philippe Henry), 68 (red squirrel/Jan Smit/NIS/Minden Pictures), 72 (boy painting glass/ImagesBazaar), (Liam/Deborah Pendell), 73 (Esma/energy); Image Source: p. 90 (family in barge/igor Emmerich); istock: pp. 4 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearnart), (Ted/Deklofenak), 29 (Hanna/Manu1174), 50 (Nina/Peopleimages), 51 (Tardy/MShep2), 61 (Callum/Funwithfood), 68 (puffin bird/OljaReven), 73 (turkish market/Christian Mueller), 80 (turkish market/Christian Mueller), (meal/AskinTulayOver); Naturepl: pp. 61 (giraffe/Nature Production), 67 (giraffe/Nature Production), OUP: pp. 60 (Martha/Vanessa Louise Marshall), 82 (Grace/Will Amlot ); Shutterstock: pp. 4 (Priti/v.s.anandakrishna), (Zara/paultarasenko), 8 (children playing/2xSamara.com), (Ruby/S Curtis), 40 (lemurs/Eric Gevaert), 67 (human/Stokkete), (bat/Barsan ATTILA), 79 (baby sleeping/MillaF), (child/Ronnachai Palas), (teenager/SpeedKingz), (adult woman/Monkey Business Images), 89 (wooden house/yykkaoa), (mud house/Vladislav Gajic).

We would like to thank the following for their help: Jo Brooker for making the photography props.
Projects and Festivals by: Tamzin Thompson.
Cambridge English exam practice by: Jenny Quintana.
Song music by: David Fisher.
Bright Ideas 1 Activity Book acknowledgements

Cover artwork by: Marc Lynch/Digart Studio.

Main illustrations by: Manola Caprini/Milan Illustration Agency.

Other illustrations by: Sharon Harmer/The Bright Agency pp. 15 (Ex2), 97 (top), 106, 107 (bottom), 108 (top), 109 (bottom), 110, 111 (bottom right), 112 (top right), 113 (bottom), 114 (top), 115 (bottom), 116 (top), 117 (bottom), 118 (top), 119 (bottom), 120 (top); Marc Lynch pp. 1, 4 (Ex2 and 3), 9 (Ex2 and 3), 17 (Ex2 and 3), 25 (Ex2 and 3), 33 (Ex2 and 3), 41 (Ex2 and 3), 49 (Ex2 and 3), 57 (Ex2 and 3), 65 (Ex2 and 3), 83 (Ex2 and 3), 105 (top), 107 (top), 109 (top), 111, 113 (top), 115 (top), 117 (top), 119 (top); Andrew Painter/Sylvie Poggio pp. 7 (Ex2), 23 (Ex2), 31 (Ex2), 39 (Ex2), 47 (Ex2), 55 (Ex2), 63 (Ex2), 81 (Ex2), 96, 97 (bottom), 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103; Mark Ruffle pp. 78, 79, 80, 105 (bottom), 108 (bottom), 114 (bottom), 116 (bottom); Laura Zarrin/Shannon Associates, LLC pp. 44, 112 (top left).

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: pp. 116 (horse/foottoo), 118 (family/Wavebreak Media Ltd), (Joe/wavebreak Media Ltd); Alamy: pp. 2 (Chen/imtmphoto), (Emily/Jeff Berlin), (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 60 (boat/Rawdon Wyatt), (building/Rawdon Wyatt), 67 (rock house/Design Pics Inc), (brick house/Ian G Dagnall), 68 (Lotte/Johner Images), (barge/Jan Wlodarczyk), 106 (barge/Jan Wlodarczyk), (Lotte/Johner Images), (Chen/imtmphoto), (brick house/Ian G Dagnall), (rock house/Design Pics Inc), 107 (Chen/imtmphoto), 108 (building/Rawdon Wyatt), (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 109 (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 110 (baby rabbit/Sally Andrews), 112 (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 114 (hummingbird/All Canada Photos), (fish/Pulsar Imagens), (Miguel/imageBROKER), (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 115 (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 116 (Chen/imtmphoto), 118 (lion family/Juniors Bildarchiv Gmbh), 120 (headteacher/Adrian Sherratt), (Leo/OJO Images Ltd); Blend images: pp. 68 (bedroom/Spaces Images), 106 (bedroom/Spaces Images); Getty images: pp. 2 (Finn/SVGiles), 108 (Finn/SVGiles), 110 (sleeping squirrel/Philippe Henry/First Light), 111 (Finn/SVGiles), 114 (tree boa/David A. Northcott), 116 (girl on bike/BURGER/PHANIE/Canopy), 118 (Finn/SVGiles); iStock: pp. 2 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), (Ted/Deklofenak), 60 (Turkish market/AskInTulayOver), (meal/Christian Mueller), 106 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), 108 (Esma/energy), (meal/Christian Mueller), 110 (Callum/Funwithfood), (Ted/Deklofenak), (puffin/OljaReven), 112 (Tardy/MShep2), (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), 116 (Hanna/Manus174), (Ted/Deklofenak), 117 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), 119 (Ted/Deklofenak); Naturepl: p. 110 (sleeping giraffe/Nature Production); Shutterstock: pp. 2 (Zara/paultarasenko), (Priti/v.s.anandhakrishna), 67 (wooden house/yykkaa), (mud house/Vladislav Gajic), 84 (girl/Lana K), 105 (Zara/paultarasenko), 106 (mud house/Vladislav Gajic), (wooden house/yykkaa), 110 (Zara/paultarasenko), (sleeping bat/Barsan ATTILA), (sleeping woman/Stokkete), 113 (Priti/v.s.anandhakrishna), 114 (Zara/paultarasenko), 118 (Priti/v.s.anandhakrishna), 120 (Zara/paultarasenko), (Priti/v.s.anandhakrishna).

Practice for Cambridge English Qualifications by: Jenny Quintana (pp. 85–92) and Trish Burrow (pp. 93–94).
Bright Ideas 1 Tests acknowledgements

*Illustrations for all Listening Tests and Reading and Writing Tests by:* Jake McDonald/Bright Agency

*Illustrations for Speaking Tests by:* Anja Boretzki/Good Illustration, with thanks to Lisa Mallett/Good Illustration.
Bright Ideas 2 Class Book acknowledgements

Cover illustrations by: Marc Lynch/Digart Graphics.

Main illustrations by: Marc Lynch/Digart Graphics.

Other illustrations by: Beccy Blake/Sylvie Poggio Artist’s Agency pp.11 (Ex3), 14 (Ex2–3), 16 (Ex3), 17 (Ex1), 19 (football team), 24 (Ex2–3), 26, 27 (Ex1–2), 31 (Ex3), 34, 37 (Ex1–2), 43 (Ex3), 46 (Ex203), 48 (Ex3), 49 (Ex1), 56 (Ex2–3), 58 (Ex3), 59 (Ex1–2), 63 (Ex3), 66, 68, 69 (Ex1–2), 75 (Ex3–4), 78 (Ex2–3), 81, 85 (Ex3), 88 (Ex2–3), 90, 91 (Ex1–2); Iryn a Bodnaruk/Good Illustration pp.73, 80; Moreno Chiacchiera/Beehive Illustration in the style of Maria Neradova/Good Illustration pp.94–95, 96–97, 98–99; Gareth Conway/The Bright Agency pp.21 (Ex3), 102, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109; Iole Eulalia Rosa/ Beehive Illustration pp.41 (read with Yannis) 48; Andy Hamilton pp.19 (boy), 25, 27 (Ex4), 35, 36, 58 (Ex2); Sharon Harmer/The Bright Agency pp.8, 9, 10, 12 (Ex2), 18, 19 (bus), 20, 22 (Ex2), 28, 29, 30, 32 (Ex2), 50, 52, 53 (Ex3), 54 (Ex2), 60, 61, 62, 64 (Ex2), 68 (table tennis), 72, 73, 74, 76 (Ex2), 82, 83, 84, 86 (Ex2); Marc Lynch/Digart Graphics pp.43, 44–45, 46; Mark Ruffle pp.15, 16, 47, 38, 70, 79, 92, 100, 101; Dave Williams/The Bright Agency in the style of Gareth Conway/The Bright Agency pp.105, 110, 111; Dave Williams/The Bright Agency in the style of Sharon Harmer/The Bright Agency pp.5, 40, 41 (play with Chen), 42, 44 (Ex2).

Commissioned photography by: Graham Alder/MM Studios pp.4, 25, 39, 71, 93, 100–111.

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: pp.9 (Georgio/Alexander Shalamov), 16 (Georgio/Alexander Shalamov), 36 (castle/Juliia Mashkova), 40 (fruit and veg/Aleksandar Mijatovic), 47 (hair/Zdenka Darula), 58 (big bird/Andrea Izzotti), 72 (hide and seek/Sergey Novikov), 79 (cloudy/chuyu); Alamy: pp.4 (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 4 (Chen/imtmphoto), (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 9 (Leo/ OJO Images Ltd), 12 (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 15, 19, 20 (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 25 (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 29 (Chen/imtmphoto), 34 (Chen/imtmphoto), 40 (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 41 (Chen/imtmphoto), (x-ray/Puwadol Jaturawutthichai), 42 (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 44 (Chen/imtmphoto), 47 (x-ray/Puwadol Jaturawutthichai), 47 (skin/Bo Valentino), 50 (penguins/James Azzurro), 51 (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 54 (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 58 (kangaroo/imageBROKER), 60 (Chen/imtmphoto), 61 (Leo/ OJO Images Ltd), 61 (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 62 (Chen/imtmphoto), 64 (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 67 (Emily/Jeff Berlin), 68 (cricket/Photosindia), 68 (cooking/Paul Doyle), 79 (raining/Minden Pictures), 82 (clowns/Matthias Oesterle), 83 (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 86 (Leo/OJO Images Ltd), 100 (Indian family/Image Solutions Llc), (patterns/Linka Odom); Design & Crafts Council of Ireland/National Craft Gallery, Kilkenny: pp.29 (National Craft Gallery Kilkenny/Dylan Vaughan), 36 (National Craft Gallery Kilkenny/Dylan Vaughan); Getty: pp.4 (Finn/SVGiles), 8 (Finn/SVGiles), 10 (Finn/SVGiles), 18 (video games/kirin_photo), 18 (Marina/Diana Kraleva), 19 (Jay/ImagesBazaar), 26 (Jay/ImagesBazaar), 28 (Huan/Asia Images Group), 28 (Finn/SVGiles), 30 (Finn/SVGiles), 36 (castle and river/Peter Zoeller/Design Pics), 60 (school lunch/SolStock), 68 (playing drums/Rick Eglinton), 73 (Finn/SVGiles), (Kimiko/Todd Fong Photography), 76 (Finn/SVGiles), 79 (sunny/Hannah Bichay), 80 (Kimiko/Todd Fong Photography), 83 (Finn/SVGiles), 89 (Finn/SVGiles); iStock: pp.4 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), 9 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), 15 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), 19 (Ted/Deklofenak), 22 (Ted/Deklofenak), 29 (Caitlin/msderrick), 36 (Caitlin/msderrick), 41 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), 47 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), 50 (Ted/Deklofenak), 51 (Matilda/Ridofranz), 52 (Ted/Deklofenak), 58 (Matilda/Ridofranz), 61 (Scott/Juanmonino), 68 (Scott/Juanmonino), 73 (Ted/Deklofenak), 79 (Ted/Deklofenak), 82 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart), 84 (Rosie/Rosemarie Gearhart); Oxford University Press: pp.8 (birthday cake/Romiana Lee/Shutterstock), 8 (Flex/Will Amlot), 50 (Lucy/Will Amlot), 57 (cave/Corel), (desert/Denis Burdin/shutterstock), (jungle/Sean Lema/shutterstock), 72 (Tyla/Vanessa Louise Marshall ), 82 (Brendan/Will Amlot); Shutterstock: pp.4 (Zara/paultarasenko), 4 (Priti/v.s.anandhakrishna), 18 (Priti/v.s.anandhakrishna), 20 (Priti/v.s.anandhakrishna), 28
Projects by: Tamzin Thompson

Practice for Cambridge English Qualifications by: Rachel Godfrey, Trish Burrow and Jenny Quintana

Music composed and produced by: Jake Carter and David Fisher
Bright Ideas 2 Activity Book acknowledgements

Cover artwork by: Marc Lynch/Digart Studio

Main illustrations by: Erica Salcedo/Advocate Art

Other illustrations by: Beccy Blake/Sylvie Poggio Artist Agency pp.20, 68, 74 (land and water icons), 112 (land and water icons), 113 (right), 114 (right), stickers; Manola Caprini/Milan Illustration Agency pp.6, 7 (Ex1), 8, 9 (Ex1), 10–11, 13, 70, 85; Andy Hamilton pp.19 (Ex3), 116 (signs), 118 (left); Sharon Harmer/The Bright Agency pp.21 (car, bus, bike, plane, train, lorry), 25 (Ex1), 49 (Ex1), 95, 105 (bottom), 106 (right), 107 (bottom), 108 (top), 109 (bottom), 110, 111 (top), 112 (top), 115 (bottom), 116 (right), 117 (bottom), 118 (right), 119 (party), 120 (top); Mark Lynch pp.1, 2, 4, 9 (Ex2–3), 12 (Blue Clue), 17 (Ex2–3), 20 (Blue Clue), 25 (Ex2–3), 26 (Blue Clue), 28 (Blue Clue), 33 (Ex2–3), 41 (Ex3), 44 (Blue Clue), 49 (Ex2–3), 52 (Blue Clue), 57 (Ex2–3), 60 (Blue Clue), 65 (Ex2–3), 68 (Blue Clue), 78 (Blue Clue), 79 (Blue Clue), 80 (Blue Clue), 96–103 (Blue Clue), 105 (top), 107 (top), 109 (top), 111 (top), 113 (top), 115 (top), 117 (top), 119 (top, bottom); Iole Eulalia Rosa/Beehive Illlustration pp.36; Mark Ruffle pp.12, 35, 67, 78 (Ex2), 79 (Ex2), 80 (Ex2), 83 (Ex2), 106 (bottom left), 120; Andrew Painter (with Tony Forbes and ACA in Andrew Painters style)/Sylvie Poggio pp.7 (Ex2), 15 (Ex2), 23 (Ex2), 31 (Ex2), 39 (Ex2), 47 (Ex2), 55 (Ex2), 63 (Ex2), 96–103; Dave Williams/The Bright Agency pp.113 (bottom left), 114 (top).

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: pp.44 (cassowary/Andrea Izzotti), 59 (cloudy/chuyu), 114 (hair/Zdenka Darula), 120 (boy sunglasses/BlueOrange Studio); Alamy: pp.2 (boy March/OJO Images Ltd), (boy May/Imtmphoto), (girl December/Jeff Berlin), 44 (kangaroo/imageBROKER), 59 (raining/Minden Pictures), 105 (boy/OJO Images Ltd), 109 (boy/OJO Images Ltd), 110 (asian boy/imtmphoto), (girl/Jeff Berlin), 111 (girl/Jeff Berlin), 113 (boy/imtmphoto), 114 (blonde girl/Jeff Berlin), (xray/Puwadol Jaturawutthichai), (skin/Bo Valentino), 116 (asian boy/imtmphoto), 118 (boy orange shirt/OJO Images Ltd), 119 (boy/OJO Images Ltd); Getty: pp.2 (boy February/SVGiles), 59 (sunny/ Hannah Bichay), 106 (boy/SVGiles), 107 (boy/SVGiles), 108 (asian girl glasses/ Todd Fong Photography), 116 (ginger boy/SVGiles), 118 (boy blue shirt/ ImagesBazaar), 120 (boy/SVGiles); iStock: pp.2 (girl June/Rosemarie Gearhart), (boy September/Deklofenak), 106 (brunette girl/Rosemarie Gearhart), 108 (boy/Deklofenak), 110 (boy/Juanmonino), 112 (blonde girl/Ridofranz), (boy/Deklofenak), 114 (brunette girl/Rosemarie Gearhart), 116 (blonde girl/mdserrick), 117 (boy/Deklofenak), 120 (girl/Rosemarie Gearhart); Oxford University Press: pp.43 (desert/Denis Burdin/shutterstock), (jungle/Sean Lema/ shutterstock), (cave/Corel); Shutterstock: pp.2 (girl January/pautarasenko), (girl November/v.s.anandhakrishna), 43 (ice/Rene Baars), 44 (koala/Yatra), 59 (snowing/PNPImages), (windy/Miami2you), 106 (blonde girl/Tatyana Vyc), 108 (blonde girl glasses/pautarasenko), 112 (horned viper/Eric Isselee), (monkey/akov Filimonov), (penguin/Jan Martin Will), (bat/Kirsanov Valeriy Vladimirovich), (girl/v.s.anandhakrishna), 114 (boy/Zurijeta), (teeth/GOLFX), 115 (girl/v.s.anandhakrishna), 118 (girl/v.s.anandhakrishna).

Projects by: Tamzin Thompson

Practice for Cambridge English Qualifications by: Rachel Godfrey, Trish Burrow and Jenny Quintana
Bright Ideas 2 Tests acknowledgements

*Illustrations for all Listening Tests and Reading and Writing Tests by:* Jake McDonald/The Bright Agency.

*Illustrations for Speaking Tests by:* Anja Boretzki/Good Illustration, with thanks to Lisa Mallett/Good Illustration.
Bright Ideas 3 Class Book acknowledgements

Cover illustrations by: John Haslam.

Main illustrations by: John Haslam.

Other illustrations by: Judy Brown pp. 29, 35, 38–41; Laura Catalan/Good Illustration pp. 102–111; Denis Cristo in the style of Kelly Kennedy/Sylvie Poggio Artists Agency pp. 5 (ExS), 11, 14, 16, 21, 24 (Ex4), 79, 82 (Ex4); Anna Hancock/Beehive Illustration pp. 4, 8, 10, 16 (Our Values), 18, 20, 26, 28, 30, 36, 42, 44, 50, 52, 54, 56, 62, 64, 66, 70, 76, 78, 84 (Our Values), 86, 88, 94; Kelly Kennedy/Sylvie Poggio Artists Agency pp. 5, 31, 34, 45, 48 (Ex4), 55, 58 (Ex4), 65, 68 (Ex4), 89, 92; Ángeles Peinador/Beehive Illustration pp. 43, 49, 69, 75, 87, 93, 96–99; Mark Ruffle pp. 25, 59, 60, 72, 83; Rachel Sanson/The Bright Agency pp. 77, 84–85; Folko Streese/Beehive Illustration p. 15.


The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: pp. 10 (surf/pixel858), (play chess/uslan Huzau), 20 (homework/lopol), (brush teeth/Mikkel Bigan, dt), 21 (baker/Wavebreak Media Ltd), 78 (mountains/Jamie Hotchin Stylianou), (countryside/Michael Charles), 80 (lamp/Pierre-Yves Babelon); Alamy: pp. 4 (Sophie/Geoff du Feu), 10 (sail/charistooke-stock), (skip/Gautier Stephane), (judo/Frank Sorge), 12 (past house/Tim Graham), 17 (waffles/Tim Hill), 19 (Thai school/Igor Bilic), (Preeda/Cris Haigh), 20 (wash face/Blend Images), (go to school/markferguson2), (go home/Peter Titmuss), 22 (comics/20160921), 25 (eating lunch/Andreas Bastian), 26 (Thai school/Igor Bilic), (take off your shoes/Richard Wareham Fotografie), 27 (cleaning/Lou Linwei), 28 (Little Mix/John Henshall), 31 (trumpet players/age fotostock), 32 (pop/John Henshall), (hip hop/i4images_music), 37 (food stall/Jeff Gilbert), 46 (pancake/Tim Hill), 70 (rescue teams/Radharc Images), 71 (family/blickwinkel), 76 (Maddy/Wavebreak Media Ltd), (fireplace/Michael Harris), 77 (Markuss/Juice Images), 78 (lake/in camerastock), (playground/Carlos castilla), 80 (fireplace/Michael Harris), 88 (pavement/James Robertshaw), (motorway/Glyn Thomas), (farm/wayne Hutchinson), 94 (secret path/DeepEarth Photography); Getty: pp. 4 (Ben/Tatyana Aleksieva Photography), (Dev/Instants), 8 (basketball/Tony Garcia), 10 (play table tennis/uniquely india), (cycle/Peter Cade), (play basketball/GoodLifeStudio), 12 (down steps/Trinette Reed), 17 (campfire/Erik Isakson/Tetra Images), 18 (grandparents/Klaus Vedfelt), 18 (Tilly/Image Source), 20 (get dressed/Tara Moore), 22 (video games/Victoria Blakie), (dance lessons/Mike Harrington), 25 (sleeping/JGI/Tom Grill), 29 (dancers in costumes/JONATHAN UTZ), 32 (folk/Gaelle Beri), (classical/Amy T. Zielinski), (rock/Cimmerian), (reggae/Scott Dudelson), 36 (dancers in costumes/Jonathan Utz), 42 (food/Photography by Bobi), 55 (tide pool/magnetcreative), 60 (orcas/Christopher Wright, CMGW Photography), 61 (tourists glacier/John Delapp/Design Pics), 62 (Paralympics/Buda Mendes), 65 (book making/Ingram Publishing), 78 (zoo/Richard Fellinger), (skate park/Daniel Milchev), 80 (rug/fs10213), (curtains/Fanny Martin/EyeEm), 86 (dangling from a clock/American Stock Archive), (old wedding day/Teenie Harris Archive/Carnegie Museum of Art), 89 (old town/Independent News and Media), 90 (house/Heritage Images), (study/Derek Berwin), (marry/Teenie Harris Archive/Carnegie Museum of Art), 95 (knight/Ralph Orlowski); iStock: pp. 4 (Lily/studio157), (Noah/keeweeboy), 60 (puffin/by john), 79 (rowing/monkeybusinessimages), 89 (Tess’s grandma/XiXinXing); Mary Evans Picture Library: pp. 90 (travel/Mary Evans Picture Library), (work/unattributed photograph for Barnaby’s Studios Ltd.), (raise a family/Mary Evans Picture Library); Mike Stone: pp. 29 (Theo/Mike Stone 2009); MTJ Media: p. 28 (Mia/MTJ Media); OUP: pp. 4 (Mason/sfphoto), (Ania/Alexander Trinitatov), 20 (shower/Gareth Boden), (watch TV/Gareth Boden), 30 (guitar/music Alan King), (drums/Dario Sabljak), (recorder/Jouke van Keulen), (trumpet/C Squared Studios), (cello/Artmim), (saxophone/Ocean), 46 (fish and chips/stock solutions), 78 (city/Shutterstock/turtix), 87.
Song music by: Tom, Dick and Debbie.
Acknowledgements

Main illustrations by: Andy Hamilton.

Other illustrations by: Laura Catalan/Good Illustration pp.94, 95, 100, 102, 103; Andy Elkerton/Sylvie Poggio pp. 90, 91; Anna Hancock/Beehive Illustration p.59; John Haslam pp.9, 30, 41; Mark Ruffle p.53; Rachel Sanson/The Bright Agency p.76; Folko Streese/Beehive Illustration p.11.

Commissioned photography by: Graham Alder/MM Studios pp.5, 9, 13, 19, 23, 29, 33, 41, 45, 51, 55, 61, 65, 73, 77, 83, 87 and Will Amlot p.6, 16, 26, 70.

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: 17 (boy brushing teeth/Mikkel Bigandt), (girl doing homework/lopolo), 71 (countryside/Michael Charles), (mountains/Jamie Hotchin Stylianou); Alamy: 17 (girl washing face/Blend Images), (children doing school/markferguson2), 20 (boy reading a comic/20160921_not_available), 22 (school assembly/Igor Bilic), 24 (Sophie/Geoff du Feu), 29 (girl band/John Henshall), (rapper/i4images_music), 41 (pancakes/Tim Hill), 42 (pancakes/Tim Hill), 56 (beach/Art Directors & TRIP), 64 (mountains/adius Images), 71 (playground/Carloscastilla), (lake/incamerastock), 78 (dog on mountain/Rebecca Cole), 81 (farm/Wayne HUTCHINSON), (motorway/Glyn Thomas), (pavement/James Robertshaw), 86 (cave/DeepEarth Photography), 88 (man/Barry Diomedee); Getty: 14 (Dev/Instants), (boys on a hammock/Flashpop), 17 (boy getting dressed/Tara Moore), 20 (boy doing ballet/Mike Harrington), (boys playing video games/Victoria Blackie), 24 (New Year’s party/Corbis/VCG), 29 (reggae/Scott Dudelson), (orchestra/Amy T. Zielinski), (rock band/Cimmerian), (folk band/Gaelle Beri), 34 (rock band/Daly and Newton), 38 (food/Photography by Bobi), 54 (orcas/Christopher Wright, CMGW Photography), 55 (orcas/Christopher Wright, CMGW Photography), 66 (Ben/Tatyana Aleksieva Photography), (boys in wheelchairs/BRIAN MITCHELL), 71 (zoologist/Unattributed photograph for Barnaby’s Studios Ltd.), (family/Mary Evans Picture Library); iStock: 54 (puffin/byjohn), 78 (Lily/studio157), 88 (Noah/keeweeboy); Mary Evans Picture Library: 83 (traffic/Mary Evans Picture Library), (typist/Unattributed photograph for Barnaby’s Studios Ltd.), (family/Mary Evans Picture Library); OUP: 17 (girl having a shower/Gareth Boden), (girl watching TV/Gareth Boden), 34 (Tess/Geoff du Feu), 41 (fish and chips/stocksolutions), 42 (fish and chips/stocksolutions), 46 (Ania/Alexander Trinitatov), 56 (Shelly Perry), 71 (city/Shutterstock/turtix), 93 (book cover top/Oxford University Press 2013), (book cover bottom/Oxford University Press 2014); Shutterstock: 17 (girl getting up/Africa Studio), (boy sleeping/granata68), 20 (boy swimming/Red Tiger), (karate class/Ververidis Vasilis), (girl playing the piano/Africa Studio), 41 (noodles/MaraZe), (burger/Marie C Fields), (curry/Ramon grosso dolorea), (yoghurt/Lilyana Vynogradova), 42 (noodles/MaraZe), (yoghurt/Lilyana Vynogradova), (curry/Ramon grosso dolorea), (burger/Marie C Fields), 43 (bowl/yingthun), (spoon/kritskaya), (cotton bud/James Clarke), (lamp/Labrador Photo Video), 45 (bread and colada/Fotos593), 46 (lady/Jeanette Dietl), 48 (bears/Tracy Whiteside), 49 (beach/Pawel Kazmierekzak), 54 (otters/Robson Abbott), 58 (girl/wavebreakmedia), 64 (lady/Iakov Filimonov), 71 (forest/Lane V. Erickson), (house/Ewelina Wachala), (tropical beach/TravnikovStudio), 81 (wood/Aleksey Stemmer), (street/Andrej Nekrassov), (path/WDG Photo), (field/1000 Words), (gate/Helen Hotson), (flats/Dariusz Gora), 86 (castle/Frank Chang).
Bright Ideas 3 Tests acknowledgements

Illustrations for Listening Tests and Reading and Writing Tests by: Jake McDonald except; U3, 4, 5, 6, 8, EOT1 Listening Ex1, EOT1 Reading and Writing, EOT2, EOT3 (bedroom), (living room), EOY by: Tony Forbes/Sylvie Poggio Artists Agency.

Illustrations for Speaking Tests by: Anja Boretzki/Good Illustration except; U3, 4, 5, 6, 8, EOT1, EOT2, EOT3, EOY by: Sean Parkes/Beehive Illustration, with thanks to Andy Keylock/Beehive Illustration and Arpad Olbey/Beehive Illustration.
Bright Ideas 4 Class Book

acknowledgements

Cover and main illustrations by: John Haslam.

Other illustrations by: Judy Brown pp.19, 35, 40, 41, 49, 72, 74, 79, 82, 98, 101; Laura Catalan/Good Illustration pp.102-111; Anna Hancock/Beehive Illustration pp.4 (e) 76 (Ex3), 8, 9, 10, 16, 18, 20 (Ex4), 26, 28, 30, 32, 36, 42, 44, 50, 52, 54, 62, 64, 66, 70, 76, 78, 84, 86, 88 (Ex4), 94; Javier Joaquin/The Organisation pp.95, 100; Kelly Kennedy/Sylvie Poggio Artist’s Agency pp.11, 24, 25, 31, 34, 45, 48, 55, 58, 65, 68, 89, 92; Mark Ruffle pp.9 (map), 15; Angeles Peinador/Beehive Illustration pp.38, 39, 60, 88; Folko Streese/Beehive Illustration pp.4, 20 (Ex3), 21.


Song music by: Tom, Dick and Debbie (Starter Unit and Units 1–4), David Fisher (Units 5–8)

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: Alamy: pp.10 (camping/Jonathan Brooks), (making fire/Westend61 GmbH), (drink hot chocolate/ theodore liasi), 21 (tablet/Anatolii Babii), 22 (internet/ Ivan Kmit), (postcards/Manor Photography), 28 (Henry Eighth/Grant Rooney), 31 (cave painting/age fotostock), 44 (origami/Noelia Morán), (plant seeds/Astrakan Images), (read magazine/AsiaPix), (quiz/dbimages), 50 (picking up rubbish/hero images), 51 (tree planting/ Bill Bachman), 52 (leopard/cgwp.co.uk), 56 (clean cages/Joe Blossom), (help vet/Olaf Doering), (hippos/Jochen Tack), (meerkats/Piero Cruciatii), (elephants/blickwinkel), (bears/Julie Fryer Images), 60 (rhino/dpa), 63 (picking fruit/ton koene), 64 (sports centre/Mark Waugh), (tourist office/Ian Dagnall), (bus station/Justin Kase z12z), (fire station/Jeffrey Blackler), (post office/Kumar Sriskandan), 65 (fire engine/Adrian Sherrat), 69 (2/ton koene), (3/ton koene), (5/Jake Lyell), (6/WorldPhoto), (8/Richard Human), 70 (serving ice cream/Peter Horree), 77 (market/Kevin George), 78 (sports shop/Fotomatador), (department store/Ian G Dagnall), 80 (biscuits/studiomode), 84 (market/Kevin George), (scallops/Juan Bautista), (Padron Peppers/David A. Barnes), (cheese/Lucas Vallecillos), 85 (shoe market/Lightworks Media), 89 (hiding/Martin Williams), 101 (pancake flipping/Scott Bairstow); Getty: pp.95 (baseball/Southern Stock), 100 (dove shape beach/ Hiroshi Watanabe), 4 (Ben/Tatjana Aleksić Photograph), (Dev/Instants), 5 (Ben/Tatjana Aleksić Photography), (Dev/Instants), 8 (Ben/Tatjana Aleksić Photography), 10 (Ben/Tatjana Aleksić Photography), (find wood/Jamie Grill), 11 (Ben/Tatjana Aleksić Photography), (tents/Visit Britain/Joanna Henderson), 17 (Ben/Tatjana Aleksić Photography), 18 (lights/Sia Kambou), (Zac/David Roth), 21 (Zac/David Roth, 26 (dubai above/David Cannon), 27 (al mahara Restauran/Blaine Harrington II), (Zac/David Roth), (Dev/instants), 28 (Dev/Instants), 29 (Egyptian relief/Print Collector ), 30 (Dev/Instants), 31 (Dev/Instants), 35 (Egyptian relief/Print Collector ), 36 (T-Rex fossil/ Stephen J Krasemann), 36 (fossil digging/Wolfgang Kaehler), 37 (Dev/Instants), 44 (make model/Erik Tham), (play cards/mbbirdy), (make a film/hero Images), (play with friends/Christopher Robbins), 45 (model dinosaur/ Ableimages), 46 (slide/Peter Muller), (climbing wall/ mbbirdy), 51 (Ben/Tatjana Aleksić Photography), 52 (Oliver/David Leah), (Dev/Instants), 53 (Leta/ Jupiterimages), 54 (Dev/Instants), 55 (Dev/Instants), (Oliver/David Leah), (school bus/NurPhoto), 60 (Leta/ Jupiterimages), 61 (Oliver/David Leah), (Dev/Instants), (Leta/Jupiterimages), 69 (7/Bloomberg), 70 (making ice cream/Nico De Pasquale Photography), 71 (Dev/Instants), 76 (Dev/Instants), (newspaper/Enrique Algarra), 78 (Dev/Instants), (bookshop/Paolo Cordelli), (newsagents/Enrique Algarra), 79 (Dev/Instants), 85 (Dev/Instants), 86 (archery/Christopher Murray/EyeEm), 87 (softball/Jupiterimages), 94 (softball/Jupiterimages), 95 (Ben/Tatjana Aleksić Photography); iStock: pp.76 (Eve/kali9), 79 (Eve/kali9), 80 (milk/Oktay Ortakcioglu), 85 (Eve/kali9), 4 (Lily/studio157), (Noah keeweeboy), 5 (Noah/keeweeboy), 9 (Lily/studio157), 10 (wear boots/bildfokus), 12 (camper van/juergen2008), 15 (Lily/studio157), 17
Images), (kiwi/Roman Samokhin), (leeks/ Edward Westmacott), (magoes/Maks Narodenko), (oranges/Luiscar74), (peas/v.s.anandhakrishna), (peppers/Nattika), (sunflower seeds/ninoninos), 84 (Rosa/Gelpi), (flower market/Elnur), 85 (Rosa/Gelpi), 86 (wellies/SP-Photo), (scarf/mimo), (gloves/Boris Sosnovyy), (Tess/Judy Kennamer), 87 (Ethan/sanneberg), 90 (Tess/Judy Kennamer), (wig/nito), (jeans/koll), (sandals/Shevel Artur), (boots/SP-Photo), (scarf/mimo), (gloves/Boris Sosnovyy), 94 (Ethan/sanneberg), (cake/ Arina P Habich), (BBQ/nd3000), 95 (Tess/Judy Kennamer), (Ethan/sanneberg), 100 (heart hands/Anurak Pongpatimet), (handprints/viviamo), (star hands/paulaphoto).
Bright Ideas 4 Activity Book acknowledgements

Main illustrations by: Eric Smith/Beehive Illustration.

Other illustrations by: Judy Brown pp.31, 91; Laura Catalan/Good Illustration p.54; Javier Joaquin/The Organisation p.92 (Ex1); Andy Hamilton pp.4, 6, 7, 8, 10–11, 15–16, 20, 26–28, 30, 35, 38–39, 30, 47, 94–97, 104; Anna Hancock/ Beehive Illustration pp.4 (Ex1), 27 (Ex1), 29; John Haslam pp.5, 37, 42; Angeles Peinador/Beehive Illustration p.81 (Ex1); Folko Streese/Beehive Illustration pp.17, 18, 21, 25.


Concept development by: Cheryl Palin.

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: Alamy: pp.4 (woman on phone/Moggara12), 7 (making fire/Westend61 GmbH), (girl with drink/theodore liasi), (camper van and tent/Jonathan Brooks), 34 (museum/Greg Balfour Evans), 44 (planting trees/Bill Bachman), (picking up rubbish/Hero Images), 48 (leopard/cgwp.co.uk), 51 (feeding bears/Julie Fryer Images), (washing elephant/blickwinkel), (zoo vet/ Olaf Doering), (meerkats/Piero Cruciatii), (cleaning cages/Joe Blossom), (zookeeper and hippo/Jochen Tack), 53 (tiger in grass/Martin Chapman), 54 (rhino/dpa), 56 (elephant and man/jules annan), 60 (bus station/Justin Kase z12z), 64 (serving ice cream/Peter Horree), 73 (pack of biscuits/studiomode), 76 (market/Kevin George), 98 (kangaroos/ Arco Images GmbH); Getty: pp.14 (rock formation/Rights-managed), 24 (girl on phone/MStudiomages), 53 (bird in tree/Michael Forsberg), (large snake/Joe McDonald), (small snake/Snowleopard1), (rabbit/Tom Brakefield), 7 (carrying logs/Jamie Grill), 16 (lights/Sia Kambou), 22 (Dubai/David Cannon), 41 (child climbing wall/mbbirdy), 41 (girl on slide/Peter Muller), 46 (boy/Tatjana Aleksieva Photography), 53 (cheetah print/Thomas Dressler), 64 (making ice cream/Nico De Pasquale Photography), 66 (boy/Instants), (ambulance/Piccell), 74 (fruit salad/Dorling Kindersley), 80 (archery/Christopher Murray/EyeEm), 86 (softball/Jupiterimages), 88 (children doing art/Hill Street Studios); iStock: pp.24 (boy/keeweeboy), 34 (girl/studio157), 58 (girl/dcdebs), 73 (carton of milk/Oktay Ortakcioglu), 7 (wellingston boots/bildfokus), 9 (camper van/juergen2008); Oxford University Press: pp.14 (girl/Geoff du Feu), 19 (pen/Dennis Kitchen Studio, Inc.), 49 (kangaroo/veroxdale), 56 (girl/Alexander Trinitatov), 60 (town hall/Chris Hammond), 73 (bottle of water/Martin Wierink), 88 (boy/Shelly Perry); Shutterstock: pp.4 (girl on phone/wavebreakmedia), 6 (grand canyon/sunmis), 7 (catching fish/Brocreative), (eating marshmallows/Sergey Novikov), (children running/Monkey Business Images), (children in tent/Monkey Business Images), (deer/Don Roberts), 9 (tram/Caron Badkin), (taxi/MagicBones), (helicopter/Nadezda Murmakova), (hot air balloon/Business stock), (ferry/Imladris), 12 (volcano/Ekkachai), 13 (mountain/Chariya Jitsuwantaya), 19 (smart phone/ Umberto Shtanzman), (pink phone/Ukki Studio), (computer/Dis Rozhovskvy), 22 (Burj al arab hotel/Joseph Caley), 26 (girl/Anna Nahabed), 32 (dinosaur/Artush), 38 (boy/Nolte Lourens), 41 (girl climbing frame/Natalia Kirichenko), (girl on swing/In Green), (boy on swing/Monkey Business Images), (boy in tunnel/Pressmaster), 46 (boy climbing wall/Pavel L Photo and Video), 49 (panda/leungchopan), (lizard/Attilla Jandi), (sea lion/leungchopan), (chimpanzee/ZRyzner), (frog/Veronika Synenko), (bat/konmesa), (rhino/meunierd), (tiger/ChaiyonS021), 53 (tree frog/Jason Mintzer), 60 (university campus/emei), (bank/Capricorn Studio), 70 (girl/Anna Nahabed), 71 (lady talking/Pavel L Photo and Video), 73 (bag of flour/M. Unal Ozmen), (tin of tuna/Asier Romero), (jar of sauce/Svetlana Footel), 78 (girl/Judy Kennamer), (bakery/Zonimir Atletic), 83 (wig/nito), (scarf/mimo), (gloves/Boris Sosnovyy), (jeans/Koll), (boots/SP-Photo), (sandals/Shevel Artur), 86 (man at barbecue/nd3000); Superstock: p.53 (stick insect/age fotostock).
Illustrations for all Listening Tests and Reading and Writing Tests by: A Corazón Abierto and Tony Forbes/Sylvie Poggio Artists Agency

Illustrations for all Speaking Tests by: Andy Keylock/Beehive Illustration
Bright Ideas 5 Class Book acknowledgements

Main illustrations by: Tony Forbes/Sylvie Poggio Artist's Agency

Other illustrations by: Akbar Ali/The Organisation Illustration Agency pp.9, 16, 53, 60; Judy Brown pp.77, 83; Laura Catalan/Good Illustration pp.102, 105-106, 108; Nigel Dobbyn/Beehive Illustration pp.17, 31, 36, 37 (map), 38, 48 (Ex 3), 58, 61, 65, 68, 70, 89, 92, 93, 103, 110, 109, 111; Pablo Gallego/Beehive Illustration pp.20, 22 (Ex 3); Kelly Kennedy/Sylvie Poggio Artist's Agency pp.45, 55; Dusan Kacicve/Beehive Illustration pp.6 (Ex3), 30, 35, 64; Mark Ruffle (vlog screens + classroom backgrounds) pp.17, 27, 37, 40-41, 51, 61, 71, 72-75, 85, 95-99.


Songs: Tom, Dick and Debbie, and David Fisher.

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: pp.21 (bicycle/Rikke Breiting), 56 (1/Vadim Petrov), 62 (Iva/Brainis), 70 (sand castle/Tobias Arhelger), 71 (countryside/David Martyn), 78 (5/123faurinko), 82 (funfair/Bryan Fickett), 87 (Tutankhamun's tomb/Jaroslav Moravcik), 89 (salad/Olena Mykhaylova), 90 (2/Marina Pissarova), (3/Tamara Kulikova), (4/Stylephotographs), 93 (Egyptian drawing/Ashwin Kharidehal), (Tutankhamun's tomb/Jaroslav Moravcik); Alamy: pp.4 (boys talking/imageBROKER), (Nancy/Radius Images), 8 (boy in field/Sinibomb Images), (Nancy/Radius Images), 9 (Oscar/Radius Images), 10 (2/Sinibomb Images), (5/Juice Images), (girl with sunflower/Mint Images Limited), (horse riding/Richard Wayman), (Nancy/Radius Images), (outdoor cinema/Directphoto Collection), (windsurfing/brentonwest), 11 (Nancy/Radius Images), (playground/Jason), 12 (4/Jessie Jane Smith/Stockimo), 14 (4/Jessie Jane Smith/Stockimo), 15 (egg/Don Johnston_lh), 16 (Oscar/Radius Images), 18 (Finn/MBI), (lab/charistoone-photo), 19 (charcoal drawing/Foto-aro), 25 (2/Westend61 GmbH), (4/Kostiantyn Kravchenko), 29 (bridge/imageBROKER), (Hanni/dbimages), (Nancy/Radius Images), 30 (school/Nick Maslen), 31 (opera house/Roger Cracknell 01/classic), 35 (Nancy/Radius Images), 36 (bridge/imageBROKER), (Hanni/dbimages), (view/age fotostock), 37 (London transport museum/Alex Segre), 39 (hiker/MELBA PHOTO AGENCY), 42 (Junior/Tetra Images), (2/Joan gravel), (climb a cliff/Gareth McCormack), (view in field/Sinibomb Images), 43 (oma/Sinibomb Images), 48 (Thomas Wladimir), (Nancy/Radius Images), 51 (tattoo/Alice Amsden), 54 (4/Tony Hertz), (5/KidStock), (cleaning shoes/Peter Titmuss), (take out rubbish/John Birdland), 56 (cat ImageSource), (2/Blend Images), (4/ Blickwinkel), (1/PBWPix), 59 (Nancy/Radius Images), 63 (Anna/Hero Images Inc.), (greek bowl/Peter Horree), (marina/scenicireland.com/Christopher Hill Photographic), 69 (chariot racing/Pictorial Press Ltd), (greek bowl/Peter Horree), (library/Pictorial Press Ltd), 70 (Anna/hero Images Inc.), 76 (Kimmeridge Bay/Hans Linden), 77 (boat/Sebastian Polak), 78 (1/Quint), (2/M.Sobreira), (3/Bruce Leighty-Sports Images), (tv studio/RosalreneBetancourt 9), 80 (3/David Bagnall), (4/Elliott Nichol), (5/Kuttig-People), 84 (boat/Sebastian Polak), 86 (Diwali festival/David Warren), 87 (dog/AF archive), 89 (Nancy/Radius Images), 93 (mommu/Ancient Art and Architecture), 94 (dog/AF archive), 100 (d/Bon Appetit ), (e/Richard Levine ), 101 (c/Gregg Vignal), (e/Jim West), 109 (coins/Epa European pressphoto agency b.v.), (The Chariteer Mosaic/Sabena Jane Blackbird); Bridgeman images: pp.49 (Galileo/English School, 20th century); DK Images: p.83 (lava lamp/Dave King); Getty: pp.4 (Bella/Peopleimages), (boy and girl talking/Corbis/VCG), (Fatima/Barcin), (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 5 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 6 (Bella/Peopleimages), 8 (Ellie/hero Images), 9 (butterfly/Liliboas), (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 10 (1/Ghislain & Marie David de Lossy), (3/Bellurget Jean Louis), (4/JenCon), 11 (horse riding/Design Pics Inc), 12 (5/kalil9), 14 (2/Ghislain & Marie David de Lossy), 15 (butterfly/Liliboas), (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 17 (Fatima/Barcin), 18 (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 19 (Sally/Westend61), 20 (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 21 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 26 (Sally/Westend61), 28 (Bella/Peopleimages), (cycling/Stuart Gleave), 30 (Bella/Peopleimages), 31 (Bella/Peopleimages), 32 (2/kozmabelatibor), (6/Brent Winebrenner), 37 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 43 (Bella/Peopleimages), (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 44 (desert/Byelikova Oksana), (volcano/ Vicki Seymour), 45 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), (teacher and girl/Glow Images), 49 (Christiaan Huygens/Stefano Bianchetti), (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 50 (Alexander Freiherr von Humboldt/DEA/G. DAGLI ORTI ), (volcano/DEA/G. CIGOLIN), 52 (washing dishes/Photo and Co), 53 (Bella/Peopleimages), 54 (1/Tim Hall), (Fatima/Barcin), (vacuuming/Sven Hagolani), (wash up/Photo and Co),
55 (Fatima/Barcin), 56 (Bella/PeopleImages), 61 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 63 (Fatima/Barcin), 64 (trophies/Jim Bastardo), 65 (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 66 (Fatima/Barcin), 76 (Cela/Kevin Dodge), 77 (Fatima/Barcin), 78 (funhouse/Image Source), 79 (basketball player/peepo), 80 (6/Image Source), 83 (Bella/PeopleImages), 84 (Gunther/Photography by Deb Snelson), 85 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 87 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 89 (Fatima/Barcin), 90 (1/Merten Snijders), 91 (6/Betsie Van Der Meer), 94 (Suzie/Westend61), 96 (e/Jean-Pierre Lescourret), 97 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 98 (1/Paciifc Press/LightRocket), 100 (b/Gregorio B. Dantes Jr./Pacific Press/LightRocket), 101 (a/Andrew Burton), (d/NARINDER NANU); iStock: pp.4 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 19 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 25 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 32 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 46 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 52 (Fatima/Barcin), 53 (4/manfredxy), (dishwasher/woolzian), 55 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 62 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 64 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 65 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 76 (funfair/craftvision), 77 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 78 (funfair/craftvision), 80 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), 83 (Bella/PeopleImages); Mary Evans Picture Library: p.43 (eel/Credit Mary Evans Picture Library), 50 (eel/Credit Mary Evans Picture Library); OUP: pp.96 (d/Orhan Cam), 97 (c/numb), 4 (Oli/goodluz), 5 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 9 (Oli/goodluz), 10 (treasure hunt/Mike Stone), 11 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 12 (Oli/goodluz), 19 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 21 (bus/constantin32), 22 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 31 (Oli/goodluz), 32 (1/comstock), 42 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 44 (3/Photograher's coice), (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 45 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 46 (2/Digital stock), 51 (Oli/goodluz), 54 (2/Ryan Vision), 63 (Oli/goodluz), 69 (Oli/goodluz), 71 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 78 (4/David Madison), 79 (Oli/goodluz), 86 (Oli/goodluz), 87 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 88 (Oli/goodluz), 93 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 95 (Tomas/Rick Gomez); PA images: pp.84 (cave/Robert Anic/PIXSELL/Pixsell); REX features: p.95 (Brave/Moviestore); Science Photo Library: pp.43 (Saturn/DETELEV VAN RAVENSWAAY), 49 (Saturn/DETELEV VAN RAVENSWAAY), (voyager spacecraft/NASA), 101 (b/ANDY LEVIN); Shutterstock: pp.5 (library/DavidPinoPhotography), 8 (apples/Sunny studio), 9 (sledging/Bull's-Eye Arts), 12 (1/Guas), (2/Bull's-Eye Arts), (3/rtbilder), (6/Maxal Tamor), 14 (1/Guas), (3/rtbilder), 15 (butterfly and crysals/StevenRussellSmithPhotos), (caterpillar/Elliotte Rusty Harold), (cocoon/Jacob Hamblin), 18 (Eden project/Kev Williams), 21 (train/Rusla Ruseyn), 21 (walking/Mladen Mitrinovic), 25 (1/Per-Anders Jansson), (3/Natalia Zhekova), 28 (Gerald/Zurijeta), (houses/Miks Mihails Ignats), 29 (compass/Sergei Drozd), (Gondolier/By Yamagiwa), 32 (3/By Yamagiwa), (4/Patryk Kosmider), (5/mRGB), 39 (boy and girl/Blend Images), 39 (Petronas Towers/fr.nagy), 42 (cape town/michaeljung), (scuba diving/Rich Carey), 43 (Olga/sylv1rob1), (peacock/e X p o s e), 44 (1/armmphoto), (4/salajean), (5/Rich Carey), (island/George Martinus), 46 (3/Ratikova), (3/Ondrej Prosicky), (4/e X p o s e), (5/Alison Roosenberg), (6/Carmine Arienzo), 49 (Spacecraft/3000ad), 50 (Olga/sylv1rob1), 53 (David/Lopolo), 56 (3/vvoe), (6/India Picture), 60 (David/Lopolo), 62 (antiques/Dalibor Sevaljevic), (gift/Africa Studio), 63 (hats/Dima Fadeev), 65 (vintage items/Stokkete), 66 (1/Dima Fadeev), (2/NDT), (3/Sandratsky Dmitriy), (4/HUANG Zheng), (5/Halfpoint), (6/Sathik), 69 (diary pages/Susan Law Cain), (vintage books library/Gunnar Pippel), 76 (Amelia/DGLimages), 77 (Alenka/5 second Studio), 78 (parade/Skully), 80 (1/a_v_d), 81 (Bertl123), 84 (Alenka/5 second Studio), 86 (Amandeepe/Tracy Whiteside), 86 (fruit/symbiot), 88 (aubergine/Susslik1983), (cocunt/ Alex Tarassov), (couscous/ Anastasia_Panait), (grlic/ Tim UR), (mango/ Roman Samokhin), (papaya/ Artem Samokhvalov), (peppercorns paulista), (peppers/ Evgeny Karandaev), (spaghetti/ Oleksandr Lysenko), (spices/ Skumer), 90 (5/ Andreae Saldaev), 94 (dirt road/ Edward Haylan), 96 (a/ Marques), (b/ Sergey Novikov), (c/ Orhan Cam), 97 (a/ Lucian Milasan), (b/ Bucchi Francesco), 100 (a/ Taras Vyshnya), (c/ Toa55), 104 (biking/Jacek Chabraszewski)
Acknowledgements

Back cover photograph: Oxford University Press building/David Fisher

Main illustrations by: Timo Grubing/Beehive Illustration


The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: pp.11 (dragonfly/Shao-Chun Wang), 19 (d/Joseph Belanger), 22 (2/Svetlana Alyuk), 35 (2/mcdonojj), (3/Vladimir Korostyshevskiy), (4/Kirill Zdorov), 41 (Biarritz/ferwulf), 46 (e/Michael Rosskothen), 59 (Rami/Arvind Balaraman), 61 (boy/Lisa Young), 71 (man swimming/lakov Kalinin), 72 (pink roses/Nataliia Peredniankina), 86 (Euro coin tail/j4r3k ), 90 (1/Marina Pissarova), (4/stylephotographs), (5/Tamara Kulikova); Alamy: pp.1 (NASA astronaut/NASA Photo), 2 (Nancy/Radius Images), 9 (4/Jessie Jane Smith/Stockimo), 11 (butterfly/Minden Pictures), (chrysalis/Marcos Veiga), (caterpillar hatching/Papilio), (butterfly eggs/Image Quest Marine), (caterpillar on leaf/WILDLIFE GmbH), 16 (horse riding/Richard Wayman), (sunflower/Mint Images Limited), 19 (a/Philip Lewis), 22 (1/MITO images), (3/Zoonar GmbH), 29 (traffic/Purple Marbles), 30 (roundabout/Tony Watson), 34 (Vizcaya Bridge/imageBROKER ), (Vizcaya Bridge below/Eva Ozkoid), 35 (1/Joan Gravell), 53 (tiding toys away/jacky chapman), 53 (cleaning shoes/Peter Titmuss), 53 (girl setting table/Blend Images), 61 (girl/Dmitry Shironosov), 69 (Helen’s Bay/Radharc Images), 76 (bay/Hans Neunz), 77 (basketball in hoop/ Bruce Leighty - Sports Images), 78 (Flo/Andre Babiak), 79 (funfair/Calamy stock images), 82 (boat on river/ Sebastijan Polak), 85 (footballers/martin berry), 86 (Euro coin head/Anton Starikov), 87 (Diwali/David Warren), 93 (dog panting/AF archive); Getty: pp.2 (Jack/Santiago Bañón), (Bella/Peopleimages), (Cela/Kevin Dodge), 3 (Jack/Santiago Bañón), (Bella/Peopleimages), 13 (sand painting/Danny Lehman), 17 (Eden Project/Glenn Beanland), 18 (water boiling/Roy Morsch), 19 (b/Ekspansio), (e/Paul Viant), 22 (4/Matthew L. Ambre), 24 (girl singing/andresr), 31 (riding camels/Matteo Colombo), 32 (view of Salzburg/Josie Elias), 46 (c/NASA - Endeavor/digital version by Science Faction), 46 (a/Sovfoto), 46 (g/Keystone), 47 (volcano/De Agostini/G. Cigolini), 52 (boy cooking/ Weekend Images Inc.), 53 (washing dishes/Photo and Co), 53 (unloading groceries/Tim Hall), 90 (2/ Merten Snijders), (6/ Betsie Van Der Meer), 94 (girl collecting eggs/Robert Niedring), 28 (wheels in motion/Photo by Stuart Gleave); iStock: pp.2 (Rami/VikramRaghuvanshi), (Fatima/Barcin), 53 (unloading dishwasher/woolzian), (feeding goldfish/manfredxy); NASA: p.46 (b/NASA); OUP: pp.11 (orange butterfly/Sari Oneal), 2 (Oli/Ferwulf), (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 41 (Cape Town/michaeljung), 42 (b/Photograoher’s coice ), 44 (b/Digital stock), 53 (girl making bed/Ryan McVay/Digital Vision); PA images: pp.82 (cave/Robert Anic/PIXSELL/Pixsell), 83 (cave/Robert Anic/PIXSELL/Pixsell); REX: pp.95 (Percy Jackson and The Lightning Thief/Courtesy Everett Collection), (Inside out/Walt Disney Co/Courtesy Evere); Science Photo Library: p.46 (d/NASA); Shutterstock: pp.4 (statue of liberty/UTBP), 6 (apple pie/marcin jucha), 9 (1/mbtk), (2/Guas), (3/Maxal Tamor), (5/Bull’s-Eye Arts), (6/ikofikimono), 16 (skiing/Guas), (bird feeder/Maxal Tamor), (sledging/Bull’s-Eye Arts), 19 (c/Africa Studio), 35 (helicopter/Erick Margarita Images), 42 (a/armmmphoto), (c/Byelikova Oksana), (d/Rich Carey), 44 (a/Ratikova), (c/Ondrej Prosicky), (d/ Xu P o s e ), (e/Alison Roosenberg), (f/Carmine Arienzo), 48 (Angel Falls/LysFoto), 52 (lasagne/CKP1001), 53 (boy vacuuming/Pakula Piotr), (taking out rubbish/TinnaPong), 63 (holding gift/Africa Studio), (flooded field/Mark Godden), 77 (parade/Skully), 88 (aubergine/Suslik1983), (garlic/Tim UR), (bowl of couscous/ Anastasia Panait), (spaghetti/ Oleksandr Lysenko), (mango/ Roman Samokhin), (peppers/ Evgeny Karandaev), 90 (3/ Andreas Saldavs), 97 (mango/ Roman Samokhin), (pepper/ Evgeny Karandaev); Superstock: p.46 (f/Interfoto).
Illustrations for all Listening Tests and Reading and Writing Tests by: Julie Ingham/Bright Illustration

Illustrations for all Listening Tests and Speaking Tests by: Javier Joaquin/The Organisation except; Test 1 Listening and Reading, Test 2 Writing, Test 4 Listening, Reading and Writing, Test 5 Listening and Reading, Test 7 Listening, Reading and Writing, EOT Test 1 Listening Ex1 1 and 4, and Ex2, Reading and Speaking 1, EOT Test 2 Listening, Reading and Writing, EOT Test 3 Listening, Reading and Speaking 2 and 3, EOY Test Listening, Reading and Speaking a–d by: Andrew Painter/Sylvie Poggio Artist’s Agency, with thanks to Tony Forbes/Sylvie Poggio Artist’s Agency; Test 1 Writing and Speaking, Test 4 Speaking, Test 5 Speaking, Test 7 Speaking, EOT Test 1 Speaking Ex2, EOT Test 2 Speaking, EOY Test Speaking Ex2 by: Sean Parkes/Beehive Illustration, with thanks to Andy Keylock/Beehive Illustration.
Bright Ideas 6 Class Book acknowledgements

Main illustrations by: Tony Forbes/Sylvie Poggio Artists, with thanks to Andrew Painter/Sylvie Poggio Artists for character development.

Other illustrations by: Nigel Dobbyn/Beehive illustration pp.24 (Ex3), 31, 55, 61 (Lesson 9), 65, 68 (Ex3 and Ex4), 71 (Lesson 9), 74, 82 (Ex3), 92 (Ex4), 96, 104, 105, 106, 107, 102, 108, 109, 110, 111; Pablo Gallego/Beehive illustration pp.10, 20, 30, 54; Kelly Kennedy/Sylvie Poggio Artists p.45; Dusan Lakisevic/Beehive illustration pp.10, 12 (Ex3), 15, 22 (Ex3), 30, 32 (Ex3), 35, 44, 49; 66, 70, 78, 80 (Ex3), 83, 88; Mark Ruffle pp.17, 27, 37, 51, 61 (Ex2), 71 (Ex2), 85, 95; Filippo Vanzo pp.53, 60.

Commissioned photography by: Graham Alder/MM Studios pp.4, 8, 10, 14, 15, 20, 24, 30, 38, 39, 40, 41, 44, 48, 54, 58, 64, 68, 73, 74, 75, 78, 81 (bird), 82, 88, 92, 96, 97, 98, 99, 106, 107.

All craft activities, childlike artwork and props made by: Jo Brooker.

All artwork backgrounds for commissioned photos by: Mark Ruffle.

Songs written and composed by: Steve Bilsborough, Jake Carter.

Music composed and produced by: Tom, Dick and Debbie studios, Jake Carter.

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: pp.5 (tent/pilens), 11 (cinema/Fred Mantel), 16 (house exterior/Arena Photo UK), 19 (Ric/Cathy Yeulet), 26 (Ric/Cathy Yeulet), (balls in bowling alley/Subhadeep Manna), 29 (travel souvenirs/Volodymyr Plysiuk), 36 (boy playing chess/Stepanov), 50 (orchard blossom/Filip Fuxa ), (bee taking nectar/sonnenklang), 56 (water bottles/Monticello), (egg cartons/homestudio), (bottle tops/ratanakhailee), (jam jars/Witold Kraskowski), (yoghurt tubs/Sergey Jarochkin), 69 (coal/Grzegorz Kula), (radioactive barrels/Vladimir Yudin), 76 (doctors/Konstantin Chagin), 86 (Amelia/Alena Ozerova); Aardman: pp.19 (animator at work/Aardman Animations /Wallace and Gromit Ltd), 25 (clay moulded character/Aardman Animations /Wallace and Gromit Ltd), (animator at work/Aardman Animations /Wallace and Gromit Ltd); Alamy: pp.4 (Nancy/Radius Images), 9 (woman playing rounders/Alys Tomlinson), (Stratford-Upon-Avon street sign/Paul Pickard), (Molly/Her Images), 16 (Molly/Her Images), (Stratford-Upon-Avon street sign/Paul Pickard), (house interior/Ian G Dagnall), 18 (pottery class/Her Images), (children on a bmx track/Image Source), 19 (Nancy/Radius Images), 21 (children pony trekking/Juniors Bildarchiv GmbH), 25 (Nancy/Radius Images), 26 (boy bowling/dnaveh), (snack bar/Evan Sklar), 28 (Nancy/Radius Images), 30 (Nancy/Radius Images), 31 (Nancy/Radius Images), 37 (music club/Image Source Plus), 39 (two masks/Stephen Bisgrove), 40 (shops in Keswick/eye35), 42 (Sam/Radius Images), 43 (Nancy/Radius Images), 45 (damaged buildings/Greg Balfour Evans), 46 (Nancy/Radius Images), 55 (Nancy/Radius Images), 62 (polar bear and cub/Paul Souders), (Magda/imageBROKER), 63 (Ellen/Jamie Grill), 64 (robot/ ), 65 (old mobile phone/shinypix), 70 (Ellen/Jamie Grill), 72 (pink phone/Christopher), 79 (girl with pink hair ties/RADIUS Images), 85 (Nancy/Radius Images), 90 (precarious bridge/Marc Anderson), 93 (Skara Brae/funkyfood London - Paul Williams), (inside Skara Brae/Ashley Cooper), 94 (students in canteen/Jon Parker Lee), 97 (muffin/lee avison), 101 (street fair/Nick Turner), (drummers/Andrew Rhodes), (strawberry stall/Julian Eales), (float/Patrick Eden), (children parading/67photo), (funfair/Flo Smith); Getty images: pp.4 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 5 (Bella/Peopleimages), (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 6 (jigsaw puzzle/Jan Cobb Photography Ltd), (girl with fruit/Image Source), 8 (Martin/Westend61), 9 (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 11 (blond girl/Peopleimages), (brunette girl/Kevin Dodge), 12 (Jack/Santiago Bañón), 17 (angler with fish/Bruce Laurance), 18 (Mariam/Betsie Van der Meer), 19 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 21 (girl/Peopleimages), 22 (Celia/Kevin Dodge), 28 (girls playing
vehicles/egd), (Ali/India Picture), 77 (colourful lettuce/chuchiko17), 79 (drawing instruments/Djem), 87 (students in library/Monkey Business Images), 90 (crowded London/William Perugini), (deep sea cave/divedog), (woman using megaphone/michaelheim), 94 (students in library/Monkey Business Images), (students in science class/Monkey Business Images), 95 (children playing football/matimix), 97 (smoothie/baibaz), 100 (family baking/Mat Hayward), (nutmeg/LubaShi), (Christmas pudding/Shebeko), (Christmas cake/Monkey Business Images), (mince pies/Monkey Business Images).
Bright Ideas 6 Activity Book acknowledgements

Main illustrations by: Mark Draisey.

Other illustrations by: Nigel Dobbyn/Beehive Illustration pp.39, 98, 104, 105, 106, 107, 109; Tony Forbes/Sylvie Poggio Artist’s Agency (with thanks to Andrew Painter/Sylvie Poggio) p.5, 31 (Ex3), 79 (Ex3); Pablo Gallego/Beehive illustration pp.27, 53; Timo Grubing/Beehive Illustration pp.10 (Ex2), 11, 15, 30 (Ex1), 31 (Ex2), 32, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 (umbrella), 54, 55, 60, 61, 65 (Ex1), 67 (Ex2), 72, 78, 82, 85, 100, 102 (Ex1), 103; Dusan Lakicevic/Beehive Illustration pp.7 (Ex2-3), 16, 29, 38, 45, 51, 69, 77, 79 (Ex2), 86.

Commissioned photography by: Graham Alder/MM Studios p.57 (bird).

The Publishers would like to thank the following for their kind permission to reproduce photographs and other copyright material: 123rf: pp.3 (National Park/Aleksander Bołbot), 4 (London Eye/Lucian Milasan), 12 (house/Arena Photo UK), 18 (zip line/Andrii Starunskyi), 18 (bowling pin/Tyler Olson), 24 (Dylan/Cathy Yeulet), 37 (bonsai tree/Giuseppe Anello), 44 (crab/ Nico Smit), (arctic fox/ Michael Lane), 46 (barn owl/Oliver Tindall), (camouflage/Charles Wollertz), (satellite dish/Hans Hoekstra), 47 (fruit orchard/Filip Fuxa), (bee on blossom/sonnenklang), (beekeeper/ Jens Brggemann), 50 (lightning/ mishoo), 55 (yoghurt pots/ Sergey Jarochkin), (water bottles/Monticello), (egg cartons/ homestudio), (bottle tops/ ratanakahlee), (jam jars/ Witold Krasowski), 56 (olive grove/Rudmer Zwerver), 57 (buttons/akiyoko), (wool/ rotographics), (screw caps/Andrej Tokarski), 62 (jam jars/ Witold Krasowski), (yoghurt pots/ Sergey Jarochkin), (water bottles/Monticello), (egg cartons/ homestudio), 64 (smartwatch/Aleksy Boldin), (batteries/Сергей Тряпицын), (3D printer/Kadriya Gatina), 67 (Samuel/ domenicogeleramo), (Julia/Cathy Yeulet), 68 (coal piles/Deyan Georgiev), 77 (dosctors/Konstantin Chagin), 80 (white water rafting/Maxim Petrichuk), (Hollywood/Juan Bernal), 108 (egg cartons/ Luis Santos); Alamy: pp.12 (Stratford - Upon - Avon sign/Paul Pickard), (house interior/ian G Dagnall), 13 (Cardiff castle/SR travel), 14 (swimming pool/Nick Hatton), 17 (pottery class/hero Images), 18 (ice skating/ZUMA Press, Inc.), (basketball/Anthony Pleva), 23 (a/Alex Segre), (c/Denkou Images), (d/Perry van Munster), 24 (Canaloni/Dania Delimont), 29 (decorating cakes/Tetra Images), 34 (theatrical masks/Stephen BIsgrove), (children painting a bigh mural/Jim West), (children canoeing/Network Photographers), (children doing pottery/xPACIFICA), (children gardening/Adrian Sherratt), 35 (gymnastics club/LatinStock Collection), 44 (toad/Manor Photography), 54 (concrete boat/dpa picture alliance), (stunt person/AF archive), 56 (city-scape/Kurt Pacao), 57 (magazines/Mark Hodson Photography), 59 (Anne of Green Gables/CB), 63 (polar bear and cub/Paul Souders), 64 (girl with hat/Nancy G Western Photography, Nancy Greifenhagen), (smartphone/Nalinratana Phiyanalinmat), 67 (Takao/Canva Pty Ltd), 70 (Lion king theatre sign/Ed Rooney), 73 (robot/Seung-il Ryu), 77 (coastguard helicopter/Peter Brauns), 83 (woman/WENN Ltd), 84 (cosmonaut/SPUTNIK), 88 (girl scuba diver/Keith Levit), (girl in music band/Blend Images), 91 (ian/Radius Images), (bumper cars/Michael Kemp), (merry-go-round/Alex Segre), (water slide/CR Photography), 92 (archaeological excavations/Realimage), 93 (female student in library/Fredrick Kippe), 94 (students in drama class/Roger Bamber), 96 (scuba diving girl/Keith Levit), 100 (girl/roger askew); Getty: pp.2 (Bella/Peopleimages), (deer/GP232), (girl 2/Barkin), 23 (b/M_a_y_a), 28 (girls playing football/hero images), 37 (go karting/Education Images), 41 (playing in snow/Echo), 44 (parrot/Sharif Tarabay), 46 (swimsuit/Future Publishing), 48 (lady holding Tarantula/John Phillips), 51 (ice cap/KEENPRESS), (rainforest/Matteo Colombo), 68 (wind turbines/David Papazian), 72 (Eiffel tower/Elke Van De Velde), 82 (royal wedding/Sean Gallup), 85 (broken car/Thomas Jackson), 87 (children sailing/Onne van der Wal), 91 (lana/Jetta Productions/David Atkinson), 91 (Ben/Steve Prezant), 91 (rollercoaster/Visit Britain/Adrian Houston), 94 (headshot of boy/Eric Audras), 96 (girls playing basketball/Inti St Clair); Jane Perkins: p.57 (sunflower/Jane Perkins); National Museums Scotland: pp.92 (bone bowl/National Museums Scotland), (bone knives/National Museums Scotland).
Scotland), (dice/National Museums Scotland), (bones/National Museums Scotland), (parts of necklace/National Museums Scotland), (tool made of bone/National Museums Scotland); OUP: pp.2 (Oli/goodluz), (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 3 (Tomas/Rick Gomez), 12 (Romeo and Juliet bookcover/Oxford University Press 2014), 35 (New Zealand flag/EyeWire), 47 (apples/Valentyn Volkov), 61 (orange tree/2j architecture); Reuters: p.57 (fish/Vincent West); REX: pp.73 (woman wearing smart glasses/Mikael Buck), 88 (schoolgirl speaking/Cultura); Shutterstock: pp.3 (bison/Adam Cegledi), 6 (students/Syda Productions), 12 (boat on river/Caron Badkin), (climbing park/kelifamily), 23 (bowling/Jamie Wilson), 26 (watching tv/dotshock), 44 (squirrel/Yuriy Kulik), (cactus/nikitsin.smugmug.com), 46 (tablet/Giakita), (train/Wayne0216), (water collector/ sevenke), (paint/ Andreas Kraus), (plant/Anest), (lion/Kjersti Joergensen), (velcro/Daniel Brasil), 47 (picking apples/Ekaterina Pokrovsky), 50 (running in rain/Kichigin), 51 (coastline/Sarah Fields Photography), 52 (chocolate/photowind), 55 (kitchen roll tubes/ProJoe Productions), 57 (leaves/Chayanin Udphuay), (cotton wool/komkrit Preechachanwate), 64 (drone/Maria Dryfhout), (girl with VR headset/ESB Professional), (boy/travelview), 67 (Alice/Tracy Whiteside), 73 (drone/Maria Dryfhout), (smartwatch/Alexey Boldin), (smartphone/LDprod), 76 (firefighting transport/egd), (kangaroo/alybaba), 80 (elephants/SAP IBRAHIM), 88 (boy playing chess/Lorimer Images), (girl jumping/GertjanVH), 89 (mount Fuji/Sean Pavone), 91 (kerry/Monkey Business Images), 93 (teenagers students answering questions/Monkey Business Images), 95 (children on play equipment/Monkey Business Images), 96 (girls in ballet class/Kozlik), 100 (boy/Littlekidmoment), (teacher with class/Rawpixel.com), 108 (pile of papers/Noci), 93 (teenagers in class/Monkey Business Images); Steve Messam: p.54 (Paper bridge/Steve Messam).
Illustrations for Listening Tests and Reading and Writing Tests by: Julie Ingham/Bright Illustration.

Illustrations for Listening Tests and Speaking Tests by: Javier Joaquin/The Organisation.